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The modern church finds itself under increasing pressure as the number of
individuals entering the ministry continues to fall short of the number accepting
vocational calls outside of ministry or retiring. Churches of all denominations are
looking for creative ways to re-engage their members into accepting a broader
range of responsibility in the church. The term many are using is 'discipleship'.
This study will first examine the stewardship theory developed by Peter Block
.. the choice of seruice over self-interest. This theory will then be contrasted with
the work done by Pastor Michael Foss in his recent book Power Surge. The
leadership application will provide a working definition of discipleship and how
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The purpose of this project is to examine the concept of discipleship in
relation to a new understanding of empowennent through stewardship, followership
and leadership. These practical principles will be contrasted with the work of
Michael W. Foss, Senior Pastor of Prince of Peace Lutheran Church, Burnsville,
Minnesota as described in his book power Sur.qe.
Research Methodology
Research was conducted through a broad literature review in the areas of
discipleship, empowerment, stewardship, and followership. This review, combined
with Michael Foss' work at Prince of Peace Lutheran Church, over seven years of
my professional work experience in the church setting and six years of academic
study in leadership, will provide the basis by which these concepts will be
connected.
lntroduction
Long before there were Christians there were disciples. Stuart Briscoe
(1988), Senior Pastor of Elmbrook Church makes the following observation in his
book Evervday-.Discipleship fol-.Ordinarv people. "Long before the term Christian
was invented (probably as an uncomplimentary nickname), those to whom the name
was given were known as disciples. (p. 12) Briscoe continues, "l think that because
the word Christian is used so much that it means so little, it might be a good idea if
we gave disciple another look." (p. 12)
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What Pastor Briscoe suggested in 1988 is exactly what the Christian church
is doing in 2001. Disciple, more often referred to in the broader concept of
discipleship, has become a major topic of the church literature. For a very good
reason. Church dynamics are changing. Leadership in the church is harder to find,
especially among those choosing the church as their career of choice. The number
of church professionals leaving the field continues to outpace the number trained by
theological schools. This reality is being experienced across all Christian
denominations. Furthermore, it is not limited only to those in the role of priest or
pastor. The current employment crunch is being felt throughout the church
organization. Staffing is only one of the dynamics. Some suggest that the very
model of church membership is flawed. ln our consumer society, the very idea of
church membership can imply the same relationship as the health club. This "fee for
service" concept challenges the very heart of what the church community is meant to
be.
Bob Buford adds to the discussion. Buford, writing for the Drucker
Foundation, suggests that churches represent one of the major sources for the
building of a socially functioning community of the future. Buford, in Hesselbein
(1998) et al, says, "The Next Church is redefining the nature and role of community
itself by excelling a five basic practices. an emphasis on leadership and leadership
development, peer learning networks, cultura! relevance, an emphasis on meeting
individual needs within the context of a mmmunity, and the mobilization of the laity."
(p.42)
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Thus the challenge. How to engage the membership into a larger role within
the church body and then into the greater comrnunity. Michael Foss had an idea -
abandon the old "membership" model and move his congregation to "discipleship".
Foss (2000), vufto records his work in Power Surqe, makes the following observation
about his plan, "The rnove from rnembership to discipleship is not easy. Trying to
change the mind-set, values, and behavior pattems of any community is difficult at
best and perilous at worst." (p. 21)
This study examines how such changes can be possible. First I will introduce
the work of Peter Block, author and trainer. Block will introduce us to a new
understanding of stewardship and its role in empowering the workplace. Next, I will
present the discipleship process as implernented at Prince of Peace Lutheran
Church by Pastor Michael Foss, and offer connections to Block and other
contributors to the study of empowerment. Finally, I will offer personal reflections on
insights gained during this study.
Peter Block
Peter Block has served as a mnsultant to businesses, schools and
governnEnts internationally for over twenty-five years. He is a best selling author
and founding padner of the training firm, Designed Learning, lnc. and the new
School for Managing. Block received his bachelor's degree in industrial
managernent from the University of Kansas and his maste/s degree in
organizational behavior from Yale University. His written works include Flawless,
Consultinq (1981), The Empqwered Manaqer (1987), and Stewardshiq (1996).
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Stewardship Defined
The word stewardship has a long and close tie with religion. Often defined
only in context to financial stewardship or fund-raising, Peter Block once again offers
a much broader and rnore universal definition. What is exciting about Block's
definition is that it is secular in nature, offering everyone, regardless of religious
affiliation an opportunity to apply it. Block (1996) offers this definition, "stewardship
is defined as the choice to preside over the orderly distribution of power. This
rneans giving people at the bottom and the boundaries of the organization choice
over how to serve a customer, a citizen, a community. lt is the willingness to be
accountable for the well-being of the larger organization by operating in seruice,
rather than in control, of those around us." (p. >or) Benjamin Williams and Michael
McKibben (1994) in Oriented LeAdership would agree based on their definition,
"stewardship - a management characterized by service and accountability." (p. xi)
They further argue that, "the most important aspect of being a steward is seruing,"
(p.212)
Stewardship, Block contends, has the potential to make dramatic changes in
the way we govern organizations. Governanre is Block's word choice preference for
management. "Managernent is a cool, neutral term. The term governance gets
more to the point. We are accustoned to equating power and purpose and wealth
with the process of governrnent. Using a term like governance recognizes the
political nature of our lives and our workplace." (p. 5) How we govern, Block
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suggests, is based on our understanding of three dimensions, each presenting an
choice that we must make.
The first choice is between patriarchy and partnership. Patriarchy places the
determination of success and the protection of its members at the top. This choice
emphasizes consistency, control and predictability. There is a price to pay for
choosing patriarchy such as dependency, loss of self identity and poor quality and
service. The better choice is partnership. The intent becornes balancing power
between the interested parties. lt is the choice to place control and decision making
as close to vvhere the work is actually done, with those vrrho are best equipped to
understand the organizations' dynamics.
The second dinrension is the choice between dependency and
empowerment. Dependency is the belief that there are other people who are better
suited to know what is best for others, including ourselves. lt is supported by our
belief that authority and hierarchy are the solutions to organizational crisis and
chaos- The other choice is empowerment. This adventure, as Block portrays, is
based on the belief that the answer to the latest challenge lies within each of us.
Empowerment holds each of us accountable as well. Block (1996) says,
"Empowerment is our willingness to bring this value into the workplace. To claim our
autonomy and commit ourselves to making the organization work well, with or
without the sponsorship of those above us." (p. g)
The final and ultimate choice is between self-interest and service. Self-
interest suggests a lack of trust. Our concerns are focused not only on vuhat we
need and want, but our fear that others want to take it from us. Self-interest is based
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on a scarcity model. Moving away from self-interest requires a commitment to a
cause outside ourselves. This idea of service requires that we rnake a mmmitment
to something that we have such passion for that we are willing to risk and sacrifice
for it. Block suggests that this commifrnent could be our work.
Stewardship Princi ples
Peter Block utilizes part 2 of his work to the application of the stewardship
concept into our work environments. He acknowledges that it requires the
redistribution of power, purpose and wealth and is defined in a stewardship contract.
This contract is based on these nine stewardship principles:
- Maximize the choice for those closest to the work
- Reintegrate the managing and the doing of the work
- Let measurements and controls serve the core workers
- Yield on consistency across groups, and support local solutions
- Service is everything
- Deglorify managelrent as a job title and de-mystiff the staff functions
- End secrecy
- Demand a promise
- Redistribute wealth
Block (1996) states, "These principles need to be integrated and customized for
your world before the practices will be truly useful. Stewardship has us become
skillful in articulating its principles and the insisting that people construct the house
in which they live." (p. 64)
The practice of each of these nine principles allows for a redesigning of the
govemance system that impedes the stewardship goal. The practice of these
principles is not easy. Choices must be given to those most affected. Core workers
become involved in the creation of policies and business practices. "The intent is to
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put decision making and the authority to act right where the work gets done. Core
workers need the freedom on action to control costs, enhance operations, and give
custorners more control over the relationship." (Block, p. 64) The greatest challenge
in this principle is providing the 'authority to ast,' which requires the greatest
challenge to role of the traditional manager.
Many managers today are involved in a higher degree in the work of their
teams. The second principle, the reintegration of the managing and the doing of the
work may be less difficult. This principle suggests that everyone is involved in the
rnanagement process, that everyone is responsible for doing the work that brings
value to the customer. lt provides for no management privilege, but requires that
everyone, regardless of their position, needs to spend tirne on the front line.
Measurernent and controls must serve those wllo are being rneasured and
not used as mercion for getting results. Those who are being rneasured must
participate in the development of the rneasurenrents and controls" Block (1990)
challenges us to look beyond the short-term. "Value longer-teffi, qualitative
measures. Even if you cannot measure it, it might still be worth doing." (p. 65).
Control is maintained through negotiated pefformance contracts, that place equal
responsibility between peers, bosses and subordinates.
The foutth principle addresses the need to relax policies and procedures that
enforce consistency. Block suggests that supervisors and work teams should not be
constrained by requesting an exception to policies but rather than management
should provide proof that such consistencies are necessary based on law,
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regulations or external demands that require it. When such consistencies are
necessary, workers should be involved in determining how to meet them.
"People are accountable to those they serve." (Block, p.66) This principle
suggests that evaluations and feedback should corne from the customers direct.
Management is no longer treated as one of the custorners but rather as a supplier.
This principle produces accountability and "exemplifles the core distinction between
leadership and stewardship." (Block, p. 66) The idea that a leader's service was to
manage employees is replaced with service that provides a supporting structure.
As the stewardship principles increase decision-making and accountabitity at
the employee level, the need for large management structures is diminished.
Management now serves the employees actually doing the work. As a supplier,
managenrent must sell their services to the work teams. These work teams have the
oppottunity to decline these seruices or to get them elsevrrhere. Management no
longer suruives simply to plan, oversee, control or evaluate employees.
Stewardship also requires full disclosure. Information must be shared and
the truth always told. Issues are openly discussed. The sensitive or negative issues
require the most amount of discussion, especially among the work groups. All
people must be trained to communicate openly. With open and honest
communication, workers will be able to understand the consequences of the
decisions they are making.
The final two principles are among the most difficult. First, the freedom of
choice comes at a price. Those employees who are given control over their work
environments must make a promise, a promise to commit to act in the best interest
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of the organization. This promise also brings a reward. As employees gain more
control and responsibility, they must also be given a greater share of the wealth.
The system of compensation must recognize the level of investrnent being expected
at every level of the organization. Recognition should be at the team level not the
individual level. Each employee should be paid as much as possible and that pay
requires the employee to earn it.
The Stewardship Contract
The understanding of the role of the nine stewardship principles leads to the
developrnent of what Block calls the stewardship contract. This contract is
negotiated to offer clarification on the requirements and boundaries of the
partnership. These requirements and boundaries specifically target control.
Responsibility for defining the stewardship rests on management. The five elements
of the contract are:
- ldentifoing the core mission for the unit
- Financial accountability and results
- Structure and constraints
- Basic governance strategy
- Focusing attention
The first and foundational element is the identification of the core mission
This mmponent of the stewardship contract identifies what the unit will do and what
it will not do. lt identifies who its custorers are and the value that the unit brings to
the customer. The focus must be on the custorrler and how the unit can seruice the
customer.
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"Every organization has to be economically self-supporting, either through
selling sornething, fund raising, or taxing sonrebody." (Block, p. 70) Thus financial
accountability and results is critical to the success of the unit and the organization.
The trick, Block suggests, is to be accountable without becoming controlling.
Managers have the right to define the necessary outcornes that are required to
secure the organization's future. The key is to identiff the outcornes not the
rnethods to achieve them.
The stewardship contract also involves choosing a structure that aids in the
achievenrent of the core mission. Managers often have a broader view of the whole
organization and can provide the best advice in how the structure will operate. This
also includes setting reasonable limits. Again, the focus here is to sets clear
expectations without controlling how the results are achieved. This also includes
being clear about what parts of the organization will and will not be included in the
stewardship contract. Clearly stated limitations aid in reducing cynicism.
The other structure that is needed in the contract is governance. This
requires defining the partnership between managers and employees. This sets the
stage on which real change can occur. Commitment to the paftnership is crucial
from everyone. Block is clear that developing the paftnership principles is required
before any change effort is undertaken.
The final component of the stewardship contract is choosing where change
will begin and where itwill move. This requires and understanding of the difficult
issues that will be faced. However, it is not the manager's responsibility to solve
problems that belong to others. Block states, "Our task is to keep a constant
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dialogue going about problem and ask people to diagnose and resolve them." (p
72) The manager's task then is to facilitate the open and honest dialogue that teads
to resolution without extending threats of retaking control.
The other component of focusing attention is deciding v-rhere to begin. This
requires an understanding of where the unit is in the redesigning process and what
change is best suited to be handled next. Employees have made the promise to be
a part of the organization. "Agreernent on the elements of the stewardship contract
is the foundation for partnership and the basis for community. Stewardship offers
more choice and local control in exchange for a promise." (Block, p 73)
Not everyone will choose to accept the stewardship contract. The hardest
paft is to confront self-interest imnredlately. Some will take advantage of the
freedom that having choices will give them. A reduced management structure will
be seen as an oppoftunity. Managers also will face difficulties. Some will take
participation too far too quickly and lose their rights of authority. The communication
to those individuals must be clear and the problems that are raised as a result must
be dealt with quickly. "lf we cannot support these requirements and boundaries,
then we should leave. lf our subordinates cannot commit to this contract, they
should leave or we should fire them, even if it takes three tawyers and three years."
(Block, p. 73)
Redefining Practices
The stewardship contract is the goal, but the road to getting there is important
to consider. This journey requires a great deal of redesign, from management
Augsburg College Llbrary
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practices and structures, to staff roles, financial accountability, human resources and
compensation and evaluation. Block (1996) is clear about the challenge. "We will
never reform all our practices, even though they are important and need changing.
There will always be requirements that are patriarchal and reinforce the world of
consistency and control that we are moving away from. lt does not matter. Once
this redesign process has begun, the reform has taken place. Governance has
shifted, even though the task is unfinished." (p. 100)
Management practices are the way in which the stewardship contract is lived
out in the organization on a dayto-day basis. The manner is which these practices
are modified to achieve the stewardship principles will vary from organization to
organization. Some examples Block includes are changing the way that custorners
and employees relate. Every employee should be involved in direct contact with the
customer from time to time in order to better understand the relationship and their
part in it. Teams are given responsibility for determining and implementing workflow
design, disciplinary nrethods, vendor relationships, quality control, improvenrcnts to
product and service, and the joint reporting of results.
Changes in managenent practices must be suppofted through changes in
the organizational structure. fhis change, combined with changes in staff roles, and
reward systems, presents some of the most difficult work. The difficulty, Block
suggests, is because they are foundational areas and because they represent
'sacred ground'.
Highly functional organizations do not promote stewardship. These
organizations are structured ideally for command and control. Stewardship requires
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that the organization be structured around customers where work teams provide a
full range of senricesto nreetall the needs of the customers in theirarea. The goal
is providing full service to the custonrer. The loss of control in this multifunctional
design is made up in increased response time and a personal relationship with the
customer
Stewardship also promotes a flatter and less hierarchical structure. The
reduction in the need for middle rnanagers allows for significant cost savings as this
level of work is placed in the hands of the work teams. Unfortunately, the trend in
the flattening of organizations still focuses on the lower levels of the organization.
Hierarchy also needs to be redesigned. This is often attempted through
decentralization, where traditional hierarchy is moved to the management of each
individual unit. But the standard practices do not change. Rather, a change in
hierarchy suggests that networking, where teams exist in parallel groups and are
connected with other functions as necessary. This structure suggests that the focus
is on the flow of the work process, not based on administrative levels.
The function of staff roles also required consideration. Most organizations
employ a centralized support staff with specialized functions, such as legal,
technical, flnance and personnel. fhese staff positions are often centralized in the
corporate headquarters, responding to the direction of the corporate management.
This asks the question, "Who is their customer?". Too often their customer is top
management and the support they offer to the line employees is based on having a
monopoly on information and services. They place importance on satisffing the
needs of management often at the expense of the line. This is the cause for great
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distrust between the line workers and staff functions. They see staff as policing
them on behalf of management.
"The stewardship alternative is to require staff groups to operate as authentic
seruice units." (Block, p. 126) This requires that staffgroups define their primary
customer as line employees. This includes allowing line employees to choose what
services are necessary from staff" Stafffunctions must be evaluated on the question
of what seruire they provide that enhances the line's ability to serve the custorner.
Block (1996) suggests that the following elements are required to make this work:
- Staff groups are no longer held responsible for implementing top
management policy and strategy.
- Staff groups define tenrrs involved in the core work process as their primary
customers.
- The staff group's primary role is to transfer their epeftise to the line units.
Each of these elements supports the empowerment that stewardship requires. It
builds trust, relationships, and expertise and enhances service to the customer.
This redesign of staff functions is enhanced by agreeing to a level of service
to their customers. Block describes this agreement as a 'service guarantee'. Block
refers to the work of Christopher Hart. "He (Hart) found that if the service guarantee
has real bite to it, it can force-feed a strong service mentality into all aspects of the
operation." (p. 132) This service guarantee must be clear and concrete. lt must be
easy for the customer to make a claim against it and the service organization must
pay a price for failure to adhere to it.
Money and the control of money are powerful in organizational dynamics.
Money is used as the primary measurement of the health of the institution. The
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finance function has been created to inform and communicate about the
performance of our organizations. This is an important stewardship function.
However, in many organizations, the finance function has becoffE a control center.
Block (1996) is clear, "Reforming the distribution of power and privilege means
reassessing financial practices that are deeply ingrained in our way of thinking about
organizations. Too many managers are eager to embrace the concept of self-
managing work tearns, but have rnade minimal efforts to release to those teams
greater control over money." (p. 1gG)
The redesign approach is to build widespread financial stewardship. lt
requires that financial information must be disclosed fully. People wtro will be held
accountable for the outcones of the organization must be given the information and
the training to interpret that infonnation. This requires that organizations trust their
employees to use this infonnation appropriately.
Budgeting is a 'fact of life' in most organizations, but accountability for the
budget is often weak. The understanding of what the budget is, who develops it and
how performance will be evaluated are all important in building accountability. First
the budget must be developed by those who will be held arcountable for it. Work
groups cannot be evaluated on achieving results when they were not involved in
determining the level of funding necessary for it. Teams must be engaged in making
a budget promise, that in exchange for access to a fixed level of funding, they will
provide a ceftain degree of service.
How the budget is monitored, who as the authority to spend the money, and
the process by which the money can be spent, are also critical components of
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financial stewardship. The bottom line remains trust in the objective - service.
Monitoring reguires the participation of those who are being rnonitored. Monitoring
should be offered at similar levels across the entire organization. When monitoring
discovers a problem, it must be fully disclosed to everyone involved. Teams must
also have access to the money promised them. Their ability to spend must be in
relationship to the amount they are given and the work they do. Access must be
offered within the team structure and available on an as needed basis. Teams must
also be able to acquire the resources they need. Centralized purchasing offers
many benefits but only if it is able to service the team. When the benefits to the
customer outweigh the controlling of purchasing costs, the decision must be based
on the service objective.
Block (1996) offers this summary. 1For stewardship to be widespread,
controls should be designed for others with great caution and dialogue. The act of
faith is that with good information and good will, people can make responsible
decisions about what controls they require and whom they want to implement them.
This makes it possible for financial people to stay primarily in the seruice business."
(p. 1as)
The next area of redesign Block discusses is human resoures. Consider
Block's powerful image. "As leaders, as opposed to stewards, we think that if we
have protective and caring human resource policies, we have ruled with grace and
kindness. Leadership does not question its own desire for dominance, it asks only
that the dominance be implemented humanely." (p. 1aB) This is enforced in the
sanE manner as the finance functions. The traditional client of the human resource
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function is management. Stewardship requires that human resourre depaftments
be restructured to become customer driven.
Outside of the human resource structure are the policies that this group
develops and implements. These include evaluating hiring, career developrnent,
training, performance evaluation and compensation. ln a team environment, hi6ng
is also a team function. Team nrembers are the most important peer group a new
employee can have. Balancing decision-making is important, neither the team
members nor the supervisor should be forced into a working relationship with
sorneone they object to.
Often an organization's recruiting is more focused on the future career
opportunities available than on the job itself. This leads employees to believe that
their futures are being carefully considered. Stewardship honors a person's career
dreams but does not take responsibility for achieving them. This remains solely the
responsibility of the individual. This is also played out in training prograrns. The
organization sets unrealistic expectations of its employees when everyone is
involved in career developnrent training. The problem Block identifies is, "The
reason we do not want to make the promise is that when we tell people we will
provide a career for them, we can deliver on the promise for only about the top 10
percent of them." (p. 156) No development or training program can take all of the
dynamics of the future of the organization into consideration. Simply put, there is
not a future for everyone in their organization.
The final area for discussion is compensation and performan@ evaluation.
Compensation defines self-wot1h, and the paycheck and how it compares with other
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paychecks is the measure. This is based on a number of organizational factors
including hierarchy, pay for performance and secrecy. The goal of each of these
factors is to control the amount paid to be the minimum amount necessary to obtain
the maximum amount of work. Sorne would argue that the opposite dynarnic exists
for those at the top of the organization.
Si mi larly, performa nce evaluati ons al so create stewa rdsh i p ch a I lenges.
Peformance is oten tied to pay; therefore, employees are obligated to perform in
order to achieve financial rewards. The more an employee performs the harder they
must peform subsequently to achieve the sarne results. The other performance
strategy is to rank employees, thus putting them directly against their peers.
The challenge then is to develop a reward system that focuses on seruice
and values accountability. It suggests that everyone is paid for outcomes that bring
value to the organization. This requires a practice that affirms the purpose, shares
the wealth and mmmunicates clearly the system to all employees. Block (1996)
states, "The search is for systems that express the idea that wealth is created at
every level of the organization and that we should pay people as much as possible
ratherthan as little as possible." (p. 175) The systern that Block suggests includes
these elements:
- Connects earnings to real outcomes of a unit or larger divisions.
- Pays higher percentage bonuses if the rnoney is there.
- ffiers tax advantages or special eamings possibilities.
- Has the objective of paying as much as possible.
- Provides a soft landing in case of termination, acquisition, or contraction.
- Offers sone equity in the institution.
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Each of these elements increases the stake of the employees in the organization. lt
recognizes the value of all nremberc of the organization and offers access to every
possible compensation alternative.
Support for the Stewardship Model
Peter Block is not the only author offering a look at how our organizations
could be redesigned. Much has been written recently on empowennent theories.
Likewise, focusing on service is a concept widely accepted by both leadership and
followership theories. This section of the paper will highlight the work of other
authors whose work specifically supports Peter Block's stewardship model.
ln 1993, Michael Hammer and James Champy published their work titled,
Reenqineerino the Corporatiol. Hamrner and Champy quickly point out the crisis
that twenty-first century corporations are facing. "So, if management want
companies that are lean, nimble, flexible, responsive, competitive, innovative,
efficient, customer focuses and profltable, why are so many Arnerican companies
bloated, clumsy, rigid, sluggish, noncompetitive, uncreative, inefficient, disdainful of
customer needs and losing money? The answers lie in how these companies do
theirwork and whythey do itthatway." (p 7) The answerthese gentlenTen ofier is
reengineering. Reengineering is a fundamental, radical, and dramatic process.
This process includes the following characteristics:
- Several jobs are combined into one.
- Workers make decisions.
- The steps in the process are performed in a natural order.
- Processes have multiple versions.
- Work is performed where it makes the most sense.
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- Checks and controls are reduced.
- Reconciliation is minimized.
- A case rnanager provides a single point of contact.
- Hybrid centralized/decentralized operations are prevalent.
The objective that these components enable is clear. Hamrner and Champy state,
"When a process is reengineered, jobs evolve from narrow and task-oriented to
multidimensional. People who once did as they were instructed now make choices
and decisions on their own instead. Functional deparfinents lose their reasons for
being. Managers stop acting as supervisors and behave more like coaches.
Workers focus more on the custornefs need and less on their bosses. Attitudes and
values change in response to new incentives." (p. 65)
Two contributors to a work completed by the Drucker Foundation also identiff
similar principles. The work entitled, Thg Communitv of thq Future, and edited by
Frances Hesselbein (1998), et. al., offers these insights by Gifford Pinchot and Dave
Ulrich. Pinchot suggests the workplace community is based on one of three types of
relationships; power and command (dominance and submission); voluntary
exchange (trading and buying); or giving without expecting anything in return
(community). He offers the following six steps to the creation of organizational
community:
- Creating a common purpose
- Supporting the gift emnomy
- Establishing a shared environment
- Moving toward equality
- Creating internal not-for-profit entities
- Providing safety, security, and love (p. 130)
Likewise, Dave Ulrich (1998) offers six additional practices:
- Forge a strong and distinct identity.
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- Establish clear rules of inclusion.
- Share information across boundaries.
- Create serial reciprocity.
- Use symbols, myths, and stories to create and sustain values.
- Manage enough similarity so that the community feels familiar. (p. 1SB)
Duke Nielsen (1993) agrees with the concept of a negotiated agreement.
Nielsen, in his book, Partnering With Emplovees, suggests ,,Employee partnering is
based on negotiated agreernents for support and achievennent that replace job
descriptions and eliminate win-lose transactions between superuisors and
employees- They formalize the erpectations that partners have of each other and
the commitments they make to each other." (p. 1) Nielsen then references W.
Edwards Deming's Fourteen Quality points that include:
- Create and publish to all employees a statement of the ainrs and purposes.
- lmprove constantly and forever the system of production and service.
- Teach and institute leadership.
- Create a climate for innovation.
- Optimize toward the aims and purposes of the company the efforts
of teams, groups, staff areas.
- Drive out fear. Create trust. Create a ctimate for innovation.
- Eliminate exhortations for the work force.
- Eliminate numerical quotas, instead learn and institute methods for
improvement.
- Remove barriers that rob peopre of pride of workmanship.
- Encourage education and self-improvernent for everyone. (p. 68)
Gould, Weiner and Levin (1997) suggest that work place design is desired by
the employees as well. As employees continue to experience the pitfalls of the
traditional workplace, they are becoming more engaged in developing a new
relationship with their employers. Referring to employees as 'free agents', they
suggest that employees are willing to accept these types of stewardship
agreernents. "Companies and teams within organizations that are sucmssfully
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fonning free agent communities recognize that they must translate free agents'
needs and expectations into corporate initiatives. Free agents' need and
expectations include:
- Clear corporate direction
- Tw+way, honest and open communication
- Access to financial and sfategic infonnation
- Shared decision making
- Quick and efiective feedback
- Recognition from peers and senior managenrent
- Resources to do the job
- opportunities for career development, skill enhancement,
and self-renewal
- Ability to work autonomously" (p. 8g)
Service is the very heart of stewardship and service to emptoyees is as
important as to the custorner. Peter Block and others have developed a foundation
of understanding on which to build a stewardship-based organization. For the
church this is also the goal of a discipleship based organization. The next section of
this paper will look at the success of one such church and the leader who developed
and implemented a discipleship plan. Then an analysis that shows how this plan fits
Blocks stewardship model will be presented.
Michael W. Foss
Michael Foss is the senior pastor of Prince of Peace Lutheran Church
located in Burnsville, Minnesota. Prince of Peace is affiliated with the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Arnerica. Foss is a frequent speaker in the area of church
redesign.
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Foss, like Block, contends that the very model needs to be changed. Foss is
clear that the traditional model of church, membership, does not suit what church
organizations are supposed to be. The membership model is rooted in the
traditional parish setting, uuhere a single church served the variety of needs of the
community. The church and its pastor were at the very center of parish life. But
times for the church have changed as well. Foss suggests that, "The church and its
clergy have lost their privileged positions at the center of community life; hundreds of
civic and social organizations compete for the time, talents, and finances of the
citizenry." (p. 14) So, Foss argues, a change in the traditional church model is
needed. His suggestion is rnoving to discipleship.
Leadership in a Discipleship Church
Foss identifies six critical marks or elements of leadership that are essential
in a discipleship church. First, leaders must be persons of faith and who are
committed to personal discipleship. This is required not only of pastoral staff, but
also of all lay leaders as well. This requires that leaders understand the spiritual
calling of their leadership and to live that faith on a daily basis.
The second elernent is the ability to see and cast the vision. Msion for Foss
includes both the future and the present. This is accomplished by sharing the vision
of what the church can and should be. The sharing of the vision must establish a
realistic picture of what the congregation would look like if it fully engaged in the
discipleship practice. Foss states, "lt calls forth the highest levels of personal
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mmmitrnent on the part of the leader. lf leaders will not risk themselves for the
vision, they have no right to ask anyone else to do so." (p. 4s)
The vision must also be placed within the grasp of the community. Foss
defines the third element as contextualizing the vision. Unless the vision is related
to the realities of the congregation, it is little more than a "pipe dream". (p. 45) This
requires that leadership intimately know their community. With this understanding,
the vision can be written. Then it must be shared with a group of leaders within the
organization. These leaders represent the larger community who know and
understand whether or not the vision is within the community's context. The vision is
refined based on the input received.
The vision created is then presented to the entire community. This, the forth
element, is designed to align the congregation to the vision. "Many a worthy vision
has failed because either the rank and file didn't own it or the internal systems of the
congregation worked against it." (Foss, p.47) The community must understand
what the vision is asking them to do and engage their willingness to make
fundamental philosophical, political and organizational changes.
Communication is the fifth elenent. This is a critical element as it is vrrhat will
keep the vision in front of the people. It represents the repeating of the vision and to
continually inspire those who have chosen to embrace it to live it out. lt also offers
others the opportunity to understand the vision and to see the determination in the
leaders to implenrent it. Communication is what will firmly ingrain the vision into the
community,
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The sixth and final element is the ability to manage change. A new vision
requires change. Without the ability to manage change effectively, the vision will fail
and the community will suffer the conseguences. The role of the leader is to
communicate why change is necessflry, explain what the change will mean and to
obtain feedback and alter change plans when needed
Applying the stewardship Model to a Discipleship church
This section of the paper will utilize Block's stewardship model to exptain how
Michael Foss moved his congregation from the nrembership to the discipleship
model- For this analysis, a matrix was created that plotted out Blocks' stewardship
principles against the components of the stewardship contract. What results is a
grid of 45 sections, which can be used to ask the necessary questlons to insure that
the nine stewardship principles are found in the stewardship contract. See appendix
1 for the completed matrix. Each stewardship contract component is matched with
each of the nine principles and a direct reference to Foss' work is referenced. The
intent of this analysis is to offer an explanation of the steps taken to move to a new
church model while at the sarre time show evidence of the validity and usefulness of
Peter Blocks'model.
Core Mission
Foss invests much of his book on the topic of mission and vision. He clearly
sees it as the foundation on which a discipleship church is built. The mission and
vision statenrents of Prince of Peace do not specifically spell out what individuals
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within the community are expected to do. That task is covered by the Six Marks of
Discipleship and therefore represents the core mission. The six marks are:
- Pray daily
- Worship weekly
- Read the Bible
- Serve at and beyond Prince of peace
- Be in Relationship to encourage spiritual growth in others
- Give of my tirne, talents and resources (p. Bg)
These six marks define the commitnent asked of every nrember of the community,
leaders and followers, managers and staff. They represent the core practices that
will lead the community to the realization of their overall mission and vision.
The stewardship principles can be found as well. They are not institutionally
driven, but rather designed to equip individuals and families with an understanding
of their faith life. Everyone affiliated with Prince of Peace is expected to work toward
achieving the six marks. Mutual understanding of the six marks is the goal and work
is done to encourage individual understanding of the marks. lf agreenrent on the
vision cannot be reached, people are offered time to evaluate their commitment.
Service is represented byone of the marks and is also emphasized in the role of
relationships.
Fi nancial Accguntabi I itv
Foss (2000) is clear that, 'the 'business' of the church is not business but the
fulfillment of the church's mission." (p. 85) This requires the community to take
risks. The primary rneans that a congregation utilizes in financial planning is the
pledge system. Foss did away with the typical pledge system, replacing it with
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private personal giving plans. Rather than focusing on pledges, Prince of Peace
adopted a philosophy of teaching the Christian value of tithing.
The focus is trust. Trust between leaders and the community and back
again. Leaders trust that pledges will be made and fulfilled. The mmmunity trusts
that the needs of the community are being openly communicated. People are given
opportunities to share in the development of the financial plan and understand the
needs well as part of their pledge process. The community makes a public
commitment of their pledge, but the pledges are never opened or recorded. During
the first year, giving increased by 13o/a.
Structure and Constraints
The traditional committee structure is replaced Ministry Teams. Foss warns
that this change is not just semantics. 'A rninistry team functions on an 'as needed'
basis to get things done." (Foss, p.1a3) Ministry Teams look to the congregational
leadership for an understanding of the mission of the community and for guidelines
on resources, theology and policy. With this information in hand, ministry teams are
free to set their own agenda, determine their own milestones, evaluate their success
and terminate their existence when the work is complete. Each team is given the
opportunity to be creative and to design their own solutions.
Teams aid in reaching the vision of the community, but they also serue as
communities in and of themselves. Teams offer individuals with simitar interests,
abilities and passions to work together for a common purpose. This builds
community and strengthens spiritual growth. The sharing of knowledge and wisdom
between teams is encouraged and expected.
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Basic Governance
Foss suggests that, 'discipleship congregations are willing to adopt a
governance system that authorizes rather than gets in the way of disciples in
mission. " (p. 139) In addition, .they need to equip leaders with the skills and
resources neressary for particular ministries and then authorize those closest to the
ministry to make and implement appropriate decisions." (p. 1a3)
This governance structure is fulfilled through the election of a board, who are
chosen for their ability to grasp the vision and mission of the community, provide a
balance of practical expertise needed in the operations of the congregation, have
the gift of leadership and are practicing a sound understanding of financial
stewardship. All board members have full voice and vote. Board nembers must
rotate off every six years, thus allowing for involvement by new people. Authority is
decentralized and is reflected in the philosophy that the community is responsible for
care and hospitality.
Focusinq Attention
Moving from the membership model to discipleship model is truly a paradigm
shift- ln choosing where to staft, Foss is clear that, "leaders must live the marks of
discipleship and help to create a culture of mutual accountability." (p. 62) He also
expresses that, "the result is new energy and passion, a new sense of joy and
meaning, and a church marked by healthy interdependence rather than
codependence." (p. 59)
This awareness and vision must be continually communicated throughout the
entire community. Leadership developnrent and training on the six marks of
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discipleship are the key steps and the beginning point for the journey. The living of
the vision by staff and leadership inspires others to follow and embrace it. The end
result is Power Surge!
The Followership Dirnension
There is one additional area of research that needs to be considered in this
discussion. Robert Kelley has studied and developed a theory on followership. His
book, The Power of Followership, was published in 1992, and was the result of
years of research on the styles and dinrensions of followership. Kelley relays the
impoftance of his study by obseruing that followers account for more than eighty
percent of the success of any project, while leaders contribute at best the remaining
twenty percent.
Kelley (1992) states, "This book is aboutwhat itfeels like to be a followerand
how to becorne a better one. Followers are not all the same. Sorne merely join,
adding their naffles to the membership list and doing nothing more. Others
collaborate with leaders to further sorne goal in which they believe--a social cause, a
creative idea, a newproduct, a special service, a worthy person." (1) Based on this
obseruation, it is clearthat a discussion of followership is important in understanding
both stewardship and discipleship.
Followership Paths
Kelley's research has led him to identifiT seven paths to followership. These
seven paths are characterized by different sets of motivations. Although Kelley
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acknowledges that other followership paths may exist, he has identified that they are
far less common or are simply an ofthoot of one of the seven he identifies. The
seven paths that Kelley discuses are positioned on a matrix that uses the rneans of
self-erpression and selftransformation as the vertical axis and shaping of
relationships and personal goals as the horizontal axis. lndividuals who are
generally cornfortable with their talents, lifestyle and personal accomplishnrents use
self-erpression paths. Selftransformation paths, however, are used hy those
individuals wlto seek personal growth in order to becorne a different and better
person' At the same tinre, sotre followerc are drawn to the interpersonal
involvement, relationships, of follouership and fofiow people ]rpre than goals and
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dreams. Others have an intrapersonal focus, personal goals, where the focus is not
on relationships with others, but rather a rneans for achieving personal dreams (p.
52). These seven paths are represented graphically in figure 1.
Of particular interest in this study is the disciple path and how it leads to
followership. Kelley acknowledges that discipleship has been relegated to religion
even though it exists in the secular world. Traditionally, disciples would becorne
involved with sorneone who had great knowledge. Discipleship involved knowledge
being passed from a teacher to a group of students. The focus was on intellectual,
not emotional developrnent (p. 57) This original form consisted of education, not
conversion to a pailicular set of beliefu. Over time, discipleship evolved and moved
beyond learning to mean "one who believes." This moved the disciple from
intellectual to an emotional commitment, even obedience. lt resulted in a disciple
now taking the belief and teaching it to others.
Kelley discusses that the psychology of this form of followership is
identification. "Followers want to bond with and emulate the leader. They are willing
to becorne a part of something this is bigger, better, or more important than they are
individually." (p 59) He suggests that organizations and leaders need to be aware
of people who follow as disciples. "They can serue as valuable conduits of
organizational culture and knowledge. They can represent the leader as
missionaries vuho carry the message to others." (p. 62)
lra Chaleff (1995) offers us another model that supports and expands upon
Kelley's. This model is described as the courageous follower. The mre to Chaleffs
work is the understanding that the purpose is central to the follower-leader
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relationship. Both followers and leaders are responsible for working toward and
achieving the purpose. For followers, it is impoftant to understand personal power
and how to use it. Then, it is important to appreciate the value of leadership and
acknowledge the contributions that leaders make. "lf we are to attain the
empowennent we crave, we must accept responsibility for both our own roles and
the roles of our leaders. Only by accepting this dual responsibility do we ultimately
accept responsibility for our organizations and the people they setve." (Chaleff, p.
3)
Both Kelley and Chaleff are clear. Followership requires a clear
understanding an identification with the purpose on which they build their working
relationships. This purpose is represented by the organization and its leaders.
Followers have choices and as they become more enlightened by organizational
dynamics, they will exercise their power of choice more frequently. An important
balance is needed-purpose, leadership and followership.
Observations and Remarks
The purpose of this study has multiple dinrensions for me. First as an
aspiring leader, I want to gain a broader understanding of my organizational role in
creating an effective workplace. Second, as a follower, I want to hear about how I
can aid in defining and changing the organization I work in. Finally, as a member of
a church undergoing transformation from the membership to discipleship model, I
want to know and understand how this change creates effective ministry
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oppoftunities. lnto the mix came Peter Block and a wonderfully refreshing
understanding of stewardship.
I have struggled for many years why we can have leaders that do not exhibit
Ieadership. I am curious why we are all followers and yet fail to utilize the power
given to us as followership. And I have been taught and believe that we are all
called to be disciples and yet our churches need to undergo the paradigm shift to
practice discipleship. I believe the key is understanding the dimension of
empowerment. This empowerment is symbolized by what Peter Block calls
stewardship-choosing seruice over self-interest.
I have been searching for a working definition of discipleship, one that could
incorporate atl I understand about both leadership and followership. I believe that
this research has led me to such a definition:
Discipleship is discaveing that your purpase is serurbe as a leader in the
world and as a follower ofJesus Christ.
The key components of this definition are discovery, purpose, serice, leadership
and followership. lt involves discovery of who I am and what I am called to be. lt
defines that I have a greater purpose, driven by something I believe in. lt challenges
me to approach the world in service rather than self-interest, to live my purpose daily
as a witness of the real power it provides. ltgives me permission as a leaderto
engage in a new way of thinking about those who follow me. lt tells me as a follower
that I bring value and fulfillnrentto the mission of the communities that lchoose to
affiliate with. Finally, it affirms rne as a disciple of Jesus Christ, as one wl'ro brings
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